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Pseudo-valuation and pseudo norm.

SUBJIT SINGH (*)

1. Introduction.

P. M. Cohn in [1] has given necessary and sufficient conditions for
a non-discrete topological field to have its topology induced by a
pseudo valuation. For this purpose, he introduced the notion of gauge
set. In this note, using techniques somewhat analogous to those of
Cohn, we study pseudo normed topological vector spaces over pseudo
valuated fields. We extend the concept of gauge set to pair gauge
set and use bounded sets in topological fields and topological vector
spaces over topological fields. We also need the notion of topologically
nilpotent elements to achieve our goal.

The main aim of this note is to give necessary and sufficient con-
dition for a topological space V on a topological field K to have their
topologies induced by a pseudo norm on V compatible with a pseudo
valuation on .K. The topology on K is induced by this pseudo valuation.

We give all the relevant definitions and properties to make the
note self contained.

2. Pseudo valuation and pseudo normed vector spaces.

In this section we shall introduce the basic notions and give ex-
amples.

(*) Indirizzo dell’A.: Dept. of Mathematics, Panjab University, Chan-
digarh - 14, India.

The Author wishes to thank Dr. N. Sankaran for his constant encour-

agement and advice and to acknowledge the University Grants Commission
for financial support.
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DEFINITION 1. Let K be a field and R be the field of real numbers.
A mapping w from .K to satisfying the following properties is called
a pseudo valuation.

From this definition it is easy to observe the following:

EXAMPLE 1. Let .K be any field. Set

Then it is easily seen that c~o is a pseudo valuation.

EXAMPLE 2. Let .I~ _ .1~ be the field of real numbers. If we set

OJ1(a) == where la I is the ordinary absolute value of a
then is a pseudo valuation. Setting w2(a) = [ where c is a
real number larger than 1, we find W2 is also a pseudo valuation.

DEFINITION 2. Let (K, co) be a field with a pseudo valuation and V
be a vector space over ~. By a co-pseudo norm ¡I...II )) on TT we mean

a real valued function on TT such that

(i) 11 v )) &#x3E; 0 for all v in V and II == 0 where 0 is the zero vector
of V;

(ii) )) for all a in .g and v in V;

(iii) [[v~ -- v2 J[ ~ [J2’1 [[ -~- II V2 11 for all vI, v2 in V;

(iv) there exists v in V such that 

We shall hereafter refer the cv-pseudo norm as just pseudo norm.
We observe that 11- v 11 = 11 v II for all v in TT and + v211 ))  

EXAMPLE 3. The field R with the ordinary absolute value, is a
field with pseudo valuation. Let V be the n dimensional vector space
over R. Define I Then 11...11 11 is a pseudo norm on V.
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EXAMPLE 4. Let (K, roo) where roo is the pseudo valuation defined
in example 1, be a field with a pseudo valutation.

If we take for V the one dimensional vector space over K itself

then setting 11 v ~~ = wo( v), we get a pseudo normed vector space.
Clearly a pseudo norm on a vector space defines a topology on V

and pseudo valuation defines a topology on the field in such a way
that V is a topological vector space and K is a topological field. The

neighbourhood bases of zero are defined as follows.
For (.K, OJ), the collection U = (U§) where

and for ( V, II...11 ~I ~, the collection where

give the neighbourhood basis. There is a unique topology íw on K,
and -r 11 11 on TT with respect to which U and 9Z are basis of neighbour-
hoods at a and v respectively. It is not hard to verifiy that under
these topologies .K becomes a topological field and TT a topological 

‘

vector space.
A pseudo valuation co (and a pseudo norm [[... [~ on a field .K (on a

vector space V) is said to be trivial if the topology on .K (on V) is
discrete. Examples 1 and 2 give trivial pseudo valuation on K while
example 4 illustrates a trivial pseudo norm on a vector space. Next,
if (V, 11. 11) ) is a pseudo normed vector space over a non-trivial pseudo
valuated field (.K, a~), then the topology induced by 11.11 )) on Tj is non-
discrete.

DEFINITION 3. A subset A in a topological field r) is called

bounded, if given any neighbourhood Ul of 0, there exists a neigh-
bourhood U2 of 0 such that Here

Analogously, we define a subset .B of a topological vector space
(V, T) over a topological field (K, r), if given a neighbour-
hood N of 0 in V there can be found a neighbourhood U of 0 in K
such that 
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1. The set K in the topological field (.~, i) can not be
bounded unless -r is discrete. Likewise, the set V of the pseudo normed
vector space ( V, T) on (.g, i) can not be bounded unless the topology 7:

on .g is discrete.

LEMMA 1. If BI and B2 are two bounded subsets of ( V, í2) over (K, i1)
then .B1-f- B2 and a BI for all a E K are also bounded.

PROOF. Since .B1 and B2 are bounded, there exist suitable neigh-
bourhoods Le1 and U2 of 0 in .K such that Ui - Bi c N’ for any neigh-
bourhood N’ of 6 in ~’. If N is any given neighbourhood of 6 in V,
then choosing .N’ to be such that N’ -~- N’ c N and U to be U, (1 U2 ,
we find that 

From the continuity of scalar multiplication, we get for any given
neighbourhood NI of 0, another neighbourhood N2 of 6 and U, of a
such that As BI is bounded, there exists a U2 such that
U2.BIcN2. Therefore Thus a - B, is bounded.

COROLLARY 1. I f Al and A2 are bounded subsets of (K, i) then so
are A 1 ; A2 and a.Al f or all aEK.

COROLLARY 9. I f B is a bounded subset o f ( TT, í 2) over (.K, zl) then
~v BI where v i1~ V, is also a bounded subset of V.

The proof of Corollary 1 follows from specializing T~ to I~ in lemma 1
and of Corollary 2 from the fact that singleton sets are always bounded.

COROLLARY 3. If A is a bounded subset of (K, -r) and a is any ele-
ment of K, then la + Al is also bounded.

LEJDIA 2. Suppose that (K, m) is a field with pseudo
valuation and ( V, 11. ~l ~ is a pseudo normed vector space K. Then

(i) .A. is exists a real number r such that

for all cx in A.

(ii) is exists a real numbC14 s such that

||v||s for all v in B

PROOF. It is sufficient to prove (ii) as (i) can be deduced by tak-
ing V = .K and 11. II = cv. If B is bounded, then for any given 8 &#x3E; 0,
we can find a ð &#x3E; 0 such that if w(a)  ð, for some c~ E .K, then Ila - v II  8
for all v in B. Taking e =1 and a corresponding ð, from the non-

triviality of (J) we can find at least one non-zero a in .g with  6
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such that ~~ v ;~ = ~~  w(a-1) for all v in B. If
we take s = w(a-1), we get the desired result.

Consersely, suppose there exists an s with for all v in B.

Then, given any e &#x3E; 0, if we take 6 _ ~/(1-~-- s) then whenever  3
for some in H then

for all v in B. Thus 

3. Pair gauge sets and pair gauge functions.

P. M. Cohn introduced in [1] the concepts of gauge set and gauge
function to study pseudo valuations on a field ..K. Here we extend
these notions to study pseudo normed vector spaces over pseudo
valuated fields.

DEFINITION 4. Let V be a v ector space over a field .K. An ordered

pair (H, G) of sets where H c V and G c .~ will be called a pair gauge
set if the following five conditions hold.

(i) 

(ii) and where and

G-G = 

(iii) There exists a c in _K with and 

Here .H~ -}- H = {v and G -f- G = ~c~ + 

(iv) H(G) is a proper subset of V(K).

(v) There exists a non zero element d in G such that V

Any element d satisfying condition (v) of the above definition will
be called a gauge element of the pair gauge set (H, G).

EXAMPLE 5. Let (.K, ÚJ) be a non-trivial pseudo valuated field
with and (V, [; . ~[ ) be a pseudo normed vector space over
(I~, cc~) . If we take H - and G = then

(H, G) gives rise to a pair gauge set and any non-zero element d in G
with  1 is a gauge element.
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LEMMA 3. If (H, G) is a paii- gauge set of ’a vecto’f space V over K
and d is a gauge element of (H, G), then

are strictly sequences and

PROOF. we only prove (i). From d in G and H, we derive
that dn H = dl-1 - (d WI ) c for all n. Strict inequality results from

the fact that and H is a proper subset of V.

REMARK 2. If d is a gauge element of a pair gauge set (H, G) then
so is dt(t &#x3E; 0). We prove it thus: implies that there
exists an integer t &#x3E; 0 such that c c d-t G. Hence G + G C c ~ {d--t ~ 
.Ghd-t.G and 

Therefore, when the gauge element is not fixed in advance, we may
choose d such that and 

With each pair gauge set (~, G) and gauge element d, we associate
a pair of extended integer valued functions g and f on V and K respec-
tively, as follows:

(1) If and I then g(v) = oo:

if and then 99(v):= n.
(2) Suppose and Then we set if 

and We also set f(0 ) = oo.

(g, f ) is called pair gauge function associated with the pair gauge
set ( H, G) and gauge element d.

Let 1T be a vector space over .K and (~I, G) be a pair gauge set
with d as a gauge element. If (g, f ) is the pair gauge function associated
with (.H, G) and c~, then we have

(i) 99 (v) = g(- v) for all v E V and f (-1 ) = 0 .

(ii) --E- cp(v) for all a in .K and v E V, and f(a-b)&#x3E;
~ f (c~) where a and b vary over K.

(iii) There exists a positive integer t such that

for all
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and

Given any pair of extended integer valued functions f ) on V
and K satisfying the above properties with some non zero d in K,
we get a pair of sets H and G given by H = (v « and G =

- ~aE.K~f(a)~0~ .
One can see without difficulty that (H, G) is a pair gauge set with

d as the gauge element and (q, f ) is the pair gauge function associated
with ( H, G ) and d.

REMARK 3. If t is as in (iii) above and we take dt as gauge element
instead of d, then the pair gauge functions f’) associated with

(H, G) and d’ satisfy the inequalities of (iii) with t replaced by 1, That
is to say + V2) -1 and

4. The pseudo valuation and pseudo norm defined by a pair gauge set.

Let V be a vector space over a field .~, (H, G) be any pair gauge
set with gauge element d and (g, f ) the corresponding gauge function.
By remark 3 above we may choose a d so that t = 1. (Here t is as

in the properties of the pair gauge function). Let now e be a real number
such that 1 c e c 2. We set

and

Obviously w and g are real valued functions on V and K respecti-
vely. Moreover g satisfies the condition of a pseudo valuation with
g(a + b)  e. g(b)} for all a, b in ~. And 1p fulfills the con-
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dition of a pseudo norm with

4. If v,, V2 in V are that  and + V2) &#x3E;

&#x3E; 1p(Vl) + 1p(V2) then c ~(v2) where e and y~ are as above.

PROOF. Suppose 1p(v2). Then

This contradicts the hypothesis. Hence  ~(v~). In case = 0,
then = 0  ~(v~). If not, then from the definition of 1jJ, we get
q;(v2)  so that 1 + q;(v2) as q; is an integer valued func-
tion. Consequently,

LEMMA 5. Suppose v = vl -f- + ... + Vn is a decomposition of v V.

Then we can find another decomposition of

such that’ I and 1p(v) where e are as

above.

PROOF. In case + ... -r- then take v = WI and

0 for i = 2, 3, ... , m. Then the result follows. Otherwise, we claim
that there is a decomposition of v as v = wl + W2 --f-- ... + wrn such that

If itself has the property (A ) we keep it. Otherwise, there
such that

Then

In this decomposition If this decompo-
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sition of v as a sum of v’ satisfies (A) we are done. In the contrary
case we shall continue with this process till we get the desired type
of decomposition. Note that m ~ 2. Arrange the wj such that y(wl) 
c ~(w2) ~ ... c y~(wm). Then by lemma 3, for j = 1, 2,
... , m -1. We now claim that + ... + for all t = 1

2, ..., m. This follows by induction and we get V(v) == 

e-w(wm).

THEOREM 1. Let V be a vector space over K, (H, G) pair gauge set
on V and g) be two real valued functions defined as above.

I f we set

and ’

where the infima are taken over all possible decompositions o f a === ~ a,
and v === 2 Vj then w is a pseudo valuation on K 11...11 11 is a pseudo
norm on V sa,tisfying f or all a in K, and

PROOF. We prove only the pseudo norm part. It is clear that for
all v in V, For the other inequality, take any decomposi-
tion of v as v = VI + ... + v, and apply lemma 5, to get another de-
composition of v as v = w1-E- ... -~- w. such that and

lower bounds over all possible decompositions of v we get ~~~) c e ~ 11 v 11.
We now verify that 11 - - - 11 is a w-pseudo norm on V. That and

~~ 8 (~ = 0 are obvious from the definition. Since V is not identically
zero on V, we see from the inequality ~(v) c e ~ ))v II and the fact that
e &#x3E; 1, that 11 v 11 is not identically zero. To show that 11 v 11
for all a in K and v in V, we take for any e &#x3E; 0, a decomposition of
a = a2 -T- ... + an , a, and a decomposition of v = v1-~- ... -+- vm
with Vi E V such that
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and

Then

In a similar fashion we can show that

5. The topology associated with pair gauge sets.

Given a pair gauge set (H, G) of a vector space V over a field K
we can associate a pseudo valuation co on K and a pseudo norm
II...11 11 on V. Note that OJ and II...11 11 still depend upon the choice of the
gauge element d. We will now show that m and II...11 )) are independent
of d upto equivalence (*).

THEOREM 2. Let (H, G) be a pair gauge set of a vector space TT over K.
Suppose l; and co are respectively the pseudo norm and pseudo valua-
tion on V and K. If d is any gauge of (H, G), then and

~dn ° G} as n varies on the natural numbers, form a basis of neighbour-
hoods of 0 in TT and o f 0 in K in the topology defi1ted by 11... 11 and a).

PROOF. The proof that fd,GI forms a neighbourhood basis of 0
in H in the topology defined by a) may be found in [1]. For the vector
space part we proceed thus. Set U = {v c (( C where 1 C e  2.
It is easy to observe that U is a neighbourhood of 0 in the topo-
logy defined by 11 ... 11. Since y(v)  e llvll for all v in V, if wetakeuc U,
then This means 11, E H. Thus H itself is a neigh-
bourhood of 0 in the topology defined by II...B1. Continuity of scalar
multiplication shows that for all non-zero a in K give neigh-
bourhoods of 0. Therefore, for any choice of gauge element d of (G, H),

give neighbourhoods of 0 in the topology defined by 11 ... 11 on V.
Let now dl be another gauge element of (H, G) used to define w on V.
Then dl’ c for some t ~ 0 so that dt E If N is any neigh-

(*) Two pseudo valuations on a field .K (pseudo norms on a vector space V)
are said to be equivalent if they define the same topology on K(V).
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bourhood of 0 in the topology defined by II...11 11 on V, then there exists
a real number e &#x3E; 0 such that for all elements with 11 v || s, v E N.

Choose a positive integer n such that e-n  c. If v E then 

c y~ (v ) c e-~2 C E . This shows v E N. Thus and hence 

Thus gives a basis of neighbourhoods at 0 of V with

respect to the topology defined by 11 ... 11.

6. Characterization of pseudo norm topology on a vector space.

In this concluding section we give a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for a topological vector space, (V, T2) over a topological field
(K, Z’1) to have their topologics induced by a pseudo norm 11...11 )) on V
and a pseudo valuation oi on .g. We need the notion of a topologically
nilpotent element in a topological field.

DEFINTION 5. An element ac of a topological field H is said to be
topologically nilpotent if an -* 0 in the topology of K.

THEOREM 3..Let (K, be a non-discrete topological field and (V, ~’2)
be a topological vector space over (K, T1). Then Tl can be obtained by
a pseudo valuation w on K rxnd T2 by a non-trivial o)-pseudo
norm II...11 11 an V if and if

(i) K non-empty open bounded set.

(ii) There existg ac non-zero, topologically nilpotent element in K.

(iii) TT contains a non-empty open bounded set.

PROOF. Suppose T1 is defined by a pseudo valuation a) on K and T2
by a w-pseudo norm II...11 11 on V. Then if we set

and

then it can be seen without difficulty that A and B are both non-
empty open sets. Lemma 2 enables us to check that sets A and B
are bounded in .K and V respectively. From the non-triviality of w,
we can find a non-zero element a in g such that w(a)  1 and th is ac
is a topologically nilpotent element.

7
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For establishing the converse, we adopt the following strategy.
We construct from the given conditions a pair gauge set and show
that the pseudo norm and pseudo valuation associated with this pair
gauge set give rise to the topology Tl on 1~ and T2 on V.

Let .~. be a non-empty bounded open set in H. Then as in [1~, we
construct a set G and an element d ~ 0 in G which is topologically
nilpotent such that is a neighbourhood basis of 0 in H with
respect to TI and satisfy the conditions of a gauge set, namely, -1 E G,

w

G ~ G c G ; G cK; for some integer ~0; 
1

Next we shall construct H. Let B be the given open bounded set
in V. Then without loss of generality we may assume that B is a sym-
metric open bounded set containing 0. Thus B is a neighbourhood
of 0. The collection ~b ~ B~ as b varies over the non-zero elements of K
gives rise to a neighbourhood base at 0. For, if N is any neighbourhood
of 0, from the boundedness of B, we can find a neighbourhood U of 0
in ~K such that U ~ B c N. As TI is not discrete, we can find a b c U,
b ~ 4 such that b. BeN.

Using continuity of scalar multiplication and the fact that B is a
neighbourhood of 6 we find that (ds - G). c B for some non nega-
tive integer s and a b’ in K, b:A 0. As is a neighbourhood of 0

Hence we can find an integer such that 
C b’ ~ ds- G. Therefore d t ~ G ~ B C B.

Now set dt B. Then clearly A1 is a symmetric, bounded open
set containing 0. Consequently, as b varies over the non-zero

elements of .~ forms a neighbourhood basis of 0.

Finally define This H will serve our pur-

pose. It is easily observed that H is an open, bounded, symmetric
neighbourhood of 0. We assert that forms a basis of neighbour-
hoods at 0. For, if N is any neighbourhood of 0, then we can find a
non-zero b in K such that As dn -~ 0, dn. b-1 also tends to

zero.

Therefore, dn. b-1 belongs to dt- G for some intger t. Thus dn E b·
~ dt~ G. Hence dn~ H C (b. dt~ G) H ~ b(dt. GH) = N.

We now show that (H, G) is a pair gauge set with d as the gauge
element. Symmetry of H gives - H = H, and from the definition of
H, we have already noted that -1 E G and 

From the continuity of addition in V and the fact that H}
is a basis of neighbourhood of 0, we get for some in-

teger p ~ 0.
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Already we have seen that G ~- Taking c = we

get 
V since g is bounded while V is not. as

noted above. For any v e V, dnv - 0 as n - co since d is topologically
nilpotent. Therefore, for some integer ~2 ~ 1. Thus 

Hence and K is contained in Thus (G, H) is

a pair gauge set. The rest of the proof follows from theorem 2.
We conclude this note with an example of a topological vector

space (V, i) over a pseudo valuated field (K, co) such that T is not

given by any (o-pseudo norm.

EXAMPLE 6. Let .~ = 1~ be the field of real numbers and v(a) -
= c - | a I where I is the ordinary absolute value of a and c is a real
number such that 1 ~ c  2. Clearly a) induces a pseudo valuation on K.
For the vector space V we take the ring of polynomials in one variable x
over K and give a topology T for V as follows.

Set Q = = i1.) sequence of positive real numbers}. For
each d in Q, define ,

It can be verified without difficulty that the set 91 = gives rise
to a neighbourhood basis for 0 in V. If T is the topology given by in
then (TT, T) is a topological vector space over (.~, w). We now show
that given any NiX in 9~ we can find a NfJ such that for all non-zero
a in K, a ~ Na ~ N~ . For this, if o~ = CX2, ... ) then take fl = ({3I, ... )
where Bn = 27i an for each n. Suppose b is a non-zero element of K.

Then there exists an integer such that o)(b) &#x3E; The polynomial
(fJm/2) xm belongs to N f3, while b - f3rn/2’ x does not belong to NiX’

For,

Thus From this one can easily infer that there does
not exist a non-empty open bounded subset of V. Therefore, in view
of Theorem 3, the topology r for TT can not be induced by a (o-pseudo
norm.
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